Insertion events of CR1 retrotransposable elements elucidate the phylogenetic branching order in galliform birds.
Using standard phylogenetic methods, it can be hard to resolve the order in which speciation events took place when new lineages evolved in the distant past and within a short time frame. As an example, phylogenies of galliform birds (including well-known species such as chicken, turkey, and quail) usually show low bootstrap support values at short internal branches, reflecting the rapid diversification of these birds in the Eocene. However, given the key role of chicken and related poultry species in agricultural, evolutionary, general biological and disease studies, it is important to know their internal relationships. Recently, insertion patterns of transposable elements such as long and short interspersed nuclear element markers have proved powerful in revealing branching orders of difficult phylogenies. Here we decipher the order of speciation events in a group of 27 galliform species based on insertion events of chicken repeat 1 (CR1) transposable elements. Forty-four CR1 marker loci were identified from the draft sequence of the chicken genome, and from turkey BAC clone sequence, and the presence or absence of markers across species was investigated via electrophoretic size separation of amplification products and subsequent confirmation by DNA sequencing. Thirty markers proved possible to type with electrophoresis of which 20 were phylogenetically informative. The distribution of these repeat elements supported a single homoplasy-free cladogram, which confirmed that megapodes, cracids, New World quail, and guinea fowl form outgroups to Phasianidae and that quails, pheasants, and partridges are each polyphyletic groups. Importantly, we show that chicken is an outgroup to turkey and quail, an observation which does not have significant support from previous DNA sequence- and DNA-DNA hybridization-based trees and has important implications for evolutionary studies based on sequence or karyotype data from galliforms. We discuss the potential and limitations of using a genome-based retrotransposon approach in resolving problematic phylogenies among birds.